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Open Access Journal
The print edition is published quarterly. Circulation: 1.000 / issue
Articles not yet assigned to a specific issue are available online ("Online First")

Review  Process: 

Manuscripts are reviewed in a double-blind process. The selection of reviewers is made by the 

publisher or the editor. Recommendations can be taken into consideration as long as three possible 

reviewers are named. Please send your manuscript per E-Mail to: landbauforschung@thuenen.de 

File format: Please submit your manuscript as a Word file (single column continuous text without 

formatting). Tables can be submitted in the text or separately as an Excel File.  

Article language: English language contributions are expressly desired. 

The contributions should be between six to eight printed pages in length. In some exceptional cases 

up to 20 printed pages can be accepted. In Landbauforschung, 6600 characters including spaces and 

punctuation constitute a printed page (text only).  

The Authors should be named with first and last names as well as with their professional affiliation 

(university, institute, street, city, state) 

Summary/Abstract: Both a German-language and an English-language abstract of at least 1500 

characters and a maximum of 1600 characters is required for each article. The title must be 

submitted in both languages. 

Keywords: Please provide at least three keywords. 

The text outline is in accordance to the decimal system: 1 Introduction, 2 …, 2.1 …up to a maximum 

of three levels  

Mathematical Formulas and Symbols are to be created with the Formula editor in the text body. 

Footnotes are to be avoided as far as possible, Should they nonetheless be necessary, they should be 

numbered sequentially and placed at the bottom of the appropriate page.  

An Acknowledgement is – if desired – to be placed before the references. 

Illustrations are always to be submitted in an editable form. Mark the planned positioning of tables 

and illustrations in your text.  

The authors must sign a declaration that no copyrights limit their use of the graphics or illustrations. 

The specific Landbauforschung layout is created centrally 

Tables/Photos/Figures: Tables and illustrations should be oriented on the final column width 

( = 79.5 mm). 

The use of double column width ( = 163 mm) is also possible. 

Please avoid using other formats! 

Please also provide sources for tables or figures. 
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Graphics should be provided as single original files in importable formats (ppt, xls, cdr, ai, eps, wfw). 

Use 7 point "Calibri" typeface. 

Since the graphics can be published in colour, but in the primary and secondary colors of the Thünen-

Institute, the format must be editable. 

PDF-files must include high quality print options in the colour mode CMYK. 

The tables are numbered sequentially in the text and each has a headline. 

The figures are also numbered sequentially in the text and each has a caption. 

The text should refer to the tables and the figures. 

References: References should be made in the Landbauforschung-specific citation format. 

Please see the instructions for "Literature Citations". 

Please use the program EndNote as much as possible and use the Output Style 

"Landbauforschung - Thünen.ens". 
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protection costs  
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those of copyright or legal protection. The author frees the publisher of all 
responsibility for the demands of third parties, which occur in the course of 
enacting such rights, and will reimburse the publisher for all consequent 
damages and costs.   
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Literature Citations 

Style: The citation rules for Landbauforschung follow the style of the 

journal Naturwissenschaften.  

In-text-citation: In-text-citation have to be in the form (Author, Year). 

Bibliography: 

Examples: 

- Authors are listed separated by comma 

- If no person can be made responsible for the publication, then 

the title of the publication replaces the Author's name 

- As few labels and as little punctuation as possible is to be used 

- Journal titles are abbreviated according to the rules of large 

international databases 

Journal Articles: Persons or Corporate Body as Author (Year) Article. Journal 

Volume (Issue):Page-Page 

Meyer U, Lebzien P (2004) Untersuchungen zum Proteinbedarf von Schwarz-

bunten Mastbullen. Landbauforsch 54(3):145-151 

Schmidt S, Schulze P (1998) Arbeiten über den H2O-Bedarf von Pleurotus sp. 

Soil Biol Biochem 22:1555-1562 

Numbered Special 

Issues (Sonderheft): 

Persons or Corporate Body as Author (Year) Article. Journal Spec 

iss Volume : Page-Page 

Böhme H, Lang H-P, Flachowsky G (1999) Ist das Vorhandensein von Bio-

werkstoffen zu rechtfertigen? Landbauforsch Völkenrode SH 193:273-278 

Rogasik H, Onasch I, Brunotte J, Jegou D, Wendroth O (2003) Assessment of 

soil structure using X-ray tomography. Geol Soc Spec Publ 215:151-165 

Non-numbered 

Special Issues: 

Persons or Corporate Body as Author (Year) Article. In: Person or 

Corporate Body as Editors (ed/eds) Title of Special Issue. Place of 

Publication: Publisher, pp Page-Page, Journal Spec Iss 

Kallweit E (1997) Sicherung einer marktgerechten Fleischerzeugung. In: Tier-

haltung 2000 : 2. Wilhelm-Stahl-Symposium am 18. und 19. März 1997 in 

Rostock ; Vorträge und Posterkurzfassungen. Dummerstorf: FBN, pp 142-147, 

Arch Tierzucht SH 

Lebzien P, Voigt J (1999) Prediction of utilizable crude protein at the duodenum 

of dairy cows. In: 9th International Symposium on Ruminant Physiology : 17-22 

October 1999 in Pretoria, South Africa. Pretoria, South Africa : South African 

Society of Animal Science, pp 256-257, SA J Anim Sci Spec Iss [Abstract] 

Book: Persons or Corporate Body as Author(Year) Title of Book : Subtitle. 

Place of Publication: Publisher, Pages p, ISBN 

Klingmuller W (1988) Azospirillum IV : genetics, physiology, ecology. 

Heidelberg: Springer, 333 p, ISBN 3-540-12345-9 
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Article in "Book" Persons or Corporate Body as Author (Year) Article. In: Person or 

Corporate body as Editor (ed/eds) Title of Book. Place of 

Publication: Publisher, pp Page-Page, ISBN 

Ahlgrimm H-J (1998) Trace gas emissions from agriculture : possibilities for 

reduction? In: El Bassam N, Behl R K, Prochnow B (eds) Sustainable agriculture 

for food, energy and Industry : strategies towards achievement ; proceedings of 

the International Conference held in Braunschweig, Germany, June 1997; Vol 1. 

London: James & James, pp 74-84, ISBN 1-873936-76-1 

"Book" in Series: Persons or Corporate Body as Author (Year) Article. Place of 

Publication: Publisher, Page p, Series Issue number 

Hesse D, Knierim U, Borell E von, Herrmann H-J, Koch L, Müller C, Rauch H-W, 
Sachser N (2000) Tiergerechtheit auf dem Prüfstand : Anforderungen an 

freiwillige Prüfverfahren gemäß § 13 a TierSchG. Frankfurt a M: DLG, 15 p, DLG-

Merkblatt 321 

Kühlbach K (2004) Standortentwicklung für die Landwirtschaft : rechtlicher 

Rahmen und Instrumente für die Standortsicherung und Betriebsentwicklung. 

Münster-Hiltrup: Landwirtschaftsverl, 149 p, KTBL-Schrift 413 

Parr JF (ed) (1981) Water potential relations in soil microbiology : proceedings 

of a symposium. Dec. 3 - 8, 1978. Madison, Wis: SSSA, VIII,151 p, Soil Sci Soc 

Am Spec Publ 9 

Electronic media: The citation style for electronic media follows the requirements of 

the ISO Standard 690-2. This standard requires the following 

additional fields in particular: 

- Type of media: [online], [CD-ROM], [DVD], [Videotape] 

- Hard- and Software requirements: IBM-PC, Mac, VHS, etc. 

- Means and method of access: “to be found under <URL>, 

<FTP>” etc. 

- Citation date: [as exact as possible, according to the frequency 

of change] 

- Internet: Responsible Person or Corporate Body (Year) Title [Type of 

Media]. Edition/Version. Place of Publication: Publisher, to be 

found at <URL> [Citation date] ISBN 

The Ontario Federation of Anglers & Hunters (1995) Lead shot banned as of 

1997[online]. Canada, to be found at <http://www.the-fishing-network.com/ 

clubs/ofah/leadtips.htm> [quoted, 04.05.2001] 

Irps H (2003) Energy sources : non renewable and renewable [online]. In: 

Encyclopedia of Life Support Systems (EOLSS). Oxford: EOLSS Publ, pp 30, to be 

found at <http://www.eolss.net (members only)> [quoted, 22.12.2003] 

- CD-ROM: McConnell WH (1993) Constitutional history. In: The Canadian Encyclopedia 

[CD-ROM]. Macintosh version 1.1. Toronto: McClelland & Stuart, ISBN 0-7710- 
1932-7 
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